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Chapter 191 Is Su Bei a Brand Ambassador Too? 

Netizens bombarded the live broadcast with comments. “Although I’m not a fan of Su Bei, I must say 

that she has really done a good thing in saving a child.” 

“Yes, she is worth the money I’ve spent in buying the magazine.” 

“Su Bei is indeed worth it!” 

However, some fans of the other artists still opposed Su Bei. Of course, the fans thought that their idols 

had also worked hard during the shooting. But in the end, they lost to her. So their fans were not 

convinced. 

“How come that Su Bei has so many people supporting her? Don’t buy too many trolls online!” 

“Well, aside from buying trolls, maybe she has also bought a whole room of magazines for herself. Keep 

an eye on the magazines. Don’t set fire to yourself.” 

“Su Bei, too much promotion will only make you vanish from the public eye.” 

The audience below the stage was not totally convinced by Su Bei too. 

Everyone was secretly wondering, ‘Maybe Su Bei is a big shot’s girlfriend. That’s why she can even get 

the Miss Perfect award.’ 

To put it bluntly, many people still didn’t believe her own charm, and her capability to increase a 

product’s sales. 

Actually, both Lu Heting and Wei Lan also had the same concerns. 

Su Bei had only won the award that should belong to her. But it was questioned because of her 

inexperience in modeling. So when Lu Heting found that the people from Jin Xiu would come to S 

Country to see her, he secretly coordinated with them. He arranged for them to appear in Feng Shang’s 

20th anniversary celebration to let people know that she relied on her own performance to conquer the 

market and let the market choose her. 

Since Wei Lan was also grateful to Su Bei for saving Meng Meng, she arranged for the Jin Xiu’s people to 

appear in the splendor ceremony. 

Lu Heting and Wei Lan didn’t know each other, but both of them did something for Su Bei’s sake. 

This time, the host on the stage said, “Everyone, today, people from Jin Xiu are also here. This brand 

produces traditional embroidered clothing from S Country. The company has prospered in the United 

States and European countries. Their clothing line is specially produced for the whole European market. 

Last time, they invited two supermodels from our country to be their brand ambassadors. They were Su 

Huixian and Su Bei.” 

“Su Bei?” Someone from the audience immediately asked in confusion, “Is Su Bei their brand 

ambassador too?” 



Because Jin Xiu didn’t expand their market in S Country before, and Lv Shan didn’t get the promotional 

fund for Su Bei, no one knew that she was also one of Jin Xiu’s brand ambassadors. 

This endorsement had actually made Su Huixian be on the hot searches several times. So many people 

thought that she was the only brand ambassador of Jin Xiu. 

The host smiled and said, “Yes, Su Bei is also Jin Xiu’s brand ambassador because they have chosen two 

brand ambassadors this year. This time, Jin Xiu intends to open their market in S Country. So they will 

choose the final brand ambassador between Su Huixian and Su Bei. They only need one brand 

ambassador in S Country. 

Today, Jin Xiu will present a splendid embroidered dress to their chosen brand ambassador. This dress, 

inlaid with diamonds, was handmade by some skilled craftsmen. It is not only a gift to express their 

courtesy to their brand ambassador, but also to express their love. 

So, what are the criteria for choosing Jin Xiu’s brand ambassador this time? It’s only the sales volume 

caused by their last endorsement.” 

Everyone nodded in agreement. Of course, the company would definitely choose a person capable of 

increasing its product’s sales. 

Otherwise, if they chose a common person, the contract might only last for three months at most. And it 

would become a joke in the industry. 

This was a consensus in the entertainment industry. That was why when artists became brand 

ambassadors, they would call on their fans to buy the products they endorsed. 

So this time, who would be Jin Xiu’s final brand ambassador? 

Chapter 192 Verified from the Side 

Everyone’s eyes were focused on Su Huixian. It must be her! 

After all, the news that Su Bei was the brand ambassador didn’t spread widely at all. It must be because 

her endorsement hadn’t made much difference. So her team didn’t publicize her on a large scale. 

Su Huixian, on the other hand, had been on the hot search for several days last time. It seemed that the 

clothes of Jin Xiu that Su Huixian had worn had gained great popularity. Those photos appeared on 

Weibo for countless times. Because those clothes were beautiful, and Su Huixian also looked beautiful in 

those clothes, so she had left a deep impression on everyone. 

Su Huixian had just suffered a blow, and now she finally regained a little confidence because of this. 

She raised her head, full of confidence on her face. Yes, the sales of Feng Shang were nothing! Because it 

focused on the domestic market. 

But Jin Xiu was a big brand abroad, and also a brand of clothes with S Country’s characteristics. Being a 

successful brand ambassador of Jin Xiu would not only conquer the world, but also make S Country 

proud! 

Her data showed that Jin Xiu’s sales had soared in just a short time. It was better than Su Bei’s data! 



Qiu Minxuan regained her confidence and said in a low voice, “Huixian, losing the award of Miss Perfect 

was a blessing in disguise. If you become the brand ambassador of Jin Xiu, you can make up for the loss 

of that award.” 

Su Huixian thought the same. If she could get one of the honors, she wouldn’t lose. 

Being the brand ambassador of Jin Xiu could prove that she was as good as Su Bei. 

She raised her head slightly and showed a smile in front of everyone. The smile was a confident smile. 

Everyone was more clear that the brand ambassador of Jin Xiu to expand market in S Country was none 

other than Su Huixian! 

On the stage, the host smiled and said, “So, let’s welcome Baizen, the well-known advertising director of 

Jin Xiu, to announce the name of the brand ambassador of S Country this time! Let’s look forward to this 

moment!” 

Everyone’s eyes fell on Baizen who had been standing aside. As a powerful advertising director, he was 

quite famous in the industry. 

Baizen walked to the stage and said in fractured language of S Country, “Su Bei!” 

“Su Bei?” 

“Su Bei?” 

“It’s not Su Huixian?” 

Everyone’s reaction was almost the same. It turned out that Jin Xiu chose Su Bei! 

Was there any inside information that they didn’t know? 

At this moment, Su Huixian was on the verge of collapsing. The smile she had maintained just now 

couldn’t last any longer. 

She was starting to look glassy-eyed. She couldn’t go through with this. How could it be possible? 

According to the data from the United States, after she became Jin Xiu’s brand ambassador, those 

clothes that she had worn had gained great popularity. 

Everyone had the same doubt with Su Huixian. They even hadn’t known that Su Bei was also the brand 

ambassador before. How could it be her? 

Some people doubted, but some others responded to the objections, “As a big brand, Jin Xiu has always 

attached great importance to the reputation of the brand. How can they choose anyone casually? They 

chose Su Bei. It must because Su Bei’s data have convinced them.” 

“I agree with you. Using society connections is not an easy thing in Jin Xiu. If Su Bei could get this chance 

through her powerful background, then I have to say this background is really powerful.” 

“I heard that a manager whose surname is Fan once played favoritism, and now she has been fired. I 

heard that the whole industry has refused her to work in this industry again.” 



Therefore, Jin Xiu’s choice was to confirm the endorsement ability of Su Bei and also made people learn 

from the side that Su Bei had made her own contribution to the high sales of Feng Shang. 

Otherwise, how could Jin Xiu make such a choice with great pomp and solemnity? 

Chapter 193 She Exposed Herself So Quickly 

“Yes, it’s Su Bei. Congratulations, Su Bei! You’ve become the brand ambassador of Jin Xiu to help them 

expand the market of S Country!” The host said with a smile, “Come on, let’s watch a commercial video 

that Su Bei had shot in the United States. Then we can know her achievements!” 

On the big screen, the commercial video that Su Bei had shot in the United States and some photos 

were displayed. 

As soon as the shockingly eye-catching video was played, everyone immediately understood why Jin Xiu 

chose Su Bei. 

Su Bei could show the unique style and charm of every dress she wore. Besides, she had a very good 

personal performance. All her photos looked better than Su Huixian’s photos on Weibo. 

The aesthetic standard of Su Bei’s photos was higher than that of Su Huixian’s. 

As the video of Su Bei’s dance was played, everyone found that Su Bei not only knew classical dance, but 

also knew modern dance. In particular, she wore classical clothes and walked over from the bridge while 

dancing, which perfectly exhibited the blended classical and modern beauties. 

This was exactly what Jin Xiu wanted to show. The whole ethos of the brand was to serve the modern 

life with classical clothes and let everyone wear different styles of clothes. In that case, people could 

enjoy the beauty in all different forms. 

The people who had doubted Su Bei just now stopped talking. 

Maybe Su Bei was not the best supermodel, or maybe she was not the best dancer, but she was 

definitely better than Su Huixian. 

“It turns out that Su Huixian bought too many trolls on Weibo! So her photos were touted as the most 

beautiful ones at that time!” 

“I have to say that she really has a thick skin. She bragged that she was a superstar, but as a result... She 

exposed herself so quickly!” 

“Congratulations, Su Bei. You get the award of Miss Perfect and become the new brand ambassador of 

Jin Xiu tonight!” the host said loudly. 

It was beyond Su Bei’s expectation that there would be such a big surprise tonight. 

She even thought that tonight she would only be a foil to the whole celebration, and at this moment, all 

eyes were focused on her. 

The staff of Jin Xiu put the beautiful clothes on her body. 

The colorful clothes made Su Bei more beautiful. 



She was supposed to wear a normal dress to attend the ceremony tonight, but at the end, she wore the 

most luxurious dress. 

She took the microphone, and looked at everyone and said gracefully, “Thank you for your kindness. 

Maybe I’m not good enough, but I’ll try my best to match everything I get tonight!” 

After Su Bei got off the stage, Lv Shan walked up to her quickly and said in a low voice, “Su Bei, you are 

my lucky star!” 

In a short time, Su Bei got countless resources. And the quality of the resources was good. Lv Shan 

hadn’t spent much effort on them. 

“We can make money together.” Su Bei smiled at Lv Shan. 

In front of the crowd, Su Huixian’s face darkened as she heard those sarcastic words. She couldn’t stay 

here any longer, so she turned around and left. 

Qiu Minxuan hurried to follow her! 

Everyone came to congratulate Su Bei, and as for the defeated Su Huixian, no one paid attention to her 

now. 

Su Bei proved her ability to everyone with her own strength. 

The ceremony was far from over. Later, there would have dinner and a ball, which might last till early in 

the morning. 

It was inconvenient for Su Bei to attend these activities with Jin Xiu’s luxurious clothes, so she went back 

to the backstage to change the clothes. 

Lv Shan brought in a dress of a luxury brand and said, “Su Bei, a brand present has brought you a dress! 

Give it a try.” 

Chapter194 You Are More Beautiful than Jin Xiu’s Clothes 

Seeing Su Bei’s performance tonight, some brands immediately took a fancy to her performance, so they 

couldn’t wait to offer clothes. 

In this industry, a person’s own ability was more important than anything else! 

Su Bei smiled, “Okay, I’ll change it right away. Lv Shan, you can go ahead with your work. I can change it 

myself.” 

She took two pictures of herself when she was wearing Jin Xiu’s clothes and sent them to Lu Heting. Last 

time, Lu Heting accompanied her to take part in the commercial shooting of Jin Xiu. He should not have 

thought that she would cooperate with Jin Xiu again, right? 

She wanted to make him happy. 

By the way, she also sent a picture to Lin Yu. He must not be there just now. After he received the prize, 

maybe he hid in a corner to eat. 

Lu Heting replied soon, “You are more beautiful than Jin Xiu’s clothes.” 



Su Bei couldn’t help but chuckle. He didn’t like to talk very much. But his words always made her blush. 

Did the Lu Group have a special class for flirting with girls? 

The handsome face of Lu Heting appeared in Su Bei’s mind, and she quickly drove him out of her mind. 

She wondered if he had appeared in her mind too frequently recently. 

Su Bei didn’t reply. She had changed her clothes and went to the banquet soon. There were still a lot of 

social engagements. 

Lu Heting was playing the live broadcast on the top floor of the ship. 

People once said that Su Bei didn’t deserve the prize because she was inexperienced. So Su Bei was 

questioned. Tonight, Su Bei had convinced everyone with her real ability. 

This scene not only made him happy, but also made him feel very proud. 

If it weren’t for the inconvenience of showing up downstairs, Lu Heting would have gone downstairs to 

accompany her in person. 

He tried his best to control himself not to go downstairs. He told himself that they were on the same 

ship. So it was also a kind of company. 

He waited patiently. After the celebration downstairs was over, he would go downstairs to find her and 

celebrate for her in person. 

Finally, the dinner party and ball came to an end, and Su Bei had enough social engagements. 

After saying good night to Lin Yu and Lv Shan, Su Bei walked towards her room. 

As soon as she entered a place where no one was around, she took off her high heels and held them in 

her hands. After walking for half a night in this pair of shoes, her feet were almost swollen. 

When she was about to open the door, several men appeared behind her. One of them punched on the 

back of Su Bei’s neck, and her mind went blank. 

The man reached out his hands to catch her. He lifted her up horizontally, and directly sent her to the 

room booked by Mr. Chen and Mr. Wang on the top floor. 

He gave her an injection, which could make her lose control when she saw a man next. 

Today, Mr. Chen and Mr. Wang couldn’t persuade Lu Heting to stay, nor could they get the chance to 

cooperate with him. That was why they came up with this idea. 

It was said that Lu Heting had never been interested in women. There were no women around him, 

including his assistant and secretary team. These were the things they had already known 

But today, Mr. Chen and Mr. Wang saw with their own eyes that Lu Heting showed a gentle smile to the 

female artist named Su Bei. 

Of course, they had to seize this opportunity! 



“I didn’t expect Mr. Lu to like this type. Tut, tut, tut, I wish we’d known about it beforehand.” Mr. Chen 

was filled with remorse because he didn’t know Lu Heting’s personal preferences before. 

Mr. Wang smiled and patted him on the shoulder. “It’s not too late to know now. Our business will be a 

success soon.” 

The two fat men looked at each other and smiled, both full of confidence. 

Chapter 195 So Anxious Now 

They didn’t worry about what would happen next. 

“When Su Bei wakes up, she will definitely be grateful to us. We have given her the opportunity that 

others dream of!” Mr. Chen sighed. 

“Maybe we can cooperate with her and she can be a useful pawn for us by Mr. Lu’s side.” Mr. Wang 

thought so. 

In their opinion, all female artists were waiting for such a shortcut. They provided such an opportunity 

for Su Bei, so Su Bei should be grateful. 

Lu Heting kept reading the documents in his hands. 

However, he was working in inefficiency. 

All he could think about was how Su Bei looked in Jin Xiu’s beautiful clothes. He really wanted to see it 

with his own eyes. 

He estimated that the party was almost end. Then he stood up and strode downstairs. 

When they arrived at Su Bei’s room, Lu Heting stretched out his bony fingers and knocked at the door. 

As soon as Lu Heting thought that he could see Su Bei in the beautiful clothes, a graceful smile appeared 

on his thin lips. 

However, there was no response. 

He gently pushed the door open. He walked in and stepped on something. He picked it up and found it 

was a room card. 

There was no one in the room. Obviously, there was an emergency that caused Su Bei to disappear for 

no reason, and the room card was left. 

With a serious look on his face, Lu Heting took out his phone and was about to make a call. His assistant, 

Lu Hang, rushed over. He handed over a room card with both hands and whispered, “Mr. Lu, Mr. Chen 

and Mr. Wang said that they had prepared a big gift for you and they put the gift in the room next to 

yours.” 

“I refuse it. Tell them not to dream about it.” Lu Heting was not in the mood to deal with these two 

partners whose working abilities were completely unqualified. 

He just wanted to find Su Bei right away! 



They were on the ship now, and Su Bei was not in the room. But her room card was left. Where on earth 

had she gone? 

All of a sudden, an idea flashed through Lu Heting’s mind. It reminded him of what Lu Hang had just 

said. 

He grabbed Lu Hang’s collar, and grabbed the room card from his hand and walked quickly to the top 

floor! 

If what he thought was true, someone should wash his neck and wait for death! 

Lu Hang looked at Lu Heting’s receding figure in surprise. ‘What’s wrong with Mr. Lu? He just said he 

wouldn’t accept any gift. Why is he so anxious now?’ 

In the room, Su Bei had woken up. 

However, she was tied so that she couldn’t move or save herself. She remembered that her mobile 

phone was held in her hand. Because she was wearing a dress, so she couldn’t put her phone in her 

pocket, and she didn’t use a handbag. 

When she passed out, her phone should have fallen. 

The sound of waves came to her ears. The ship was not bumpy, but she could still feel a slight shake. 

This shake was accompanied by the effect of the drug in her body, and she felt a burst of burning on her 

cheeks. 

Her mouth was gagged, so she couldn’t make a sound. Her eyes were covered, and she couldn’t see 

where she was. 

Su Bei pinched her palm hard! 

Was it Su Huixian again? There were so many reporters and people in the industry here tonight. How 

dare she do that? 

Chapter 196 Indecipherable Sounds 

Su Bei struggled hard, but found that the rope was tied too tightly that she couldn’t move at all. 

Feeling the effect of the medicine in her body, she became unusually nervous, and a touch of fear 

gradually spread. 

This was a scene that she would never want to think of or face! 

But without her phone, she couldn’t ask for help at all. Not to mention calling the police, she couldn’t 

even get in touch with Lu Heting, who was very close to her. 

Lu Heting... At the thought of his angular face, an unspeakable pain emerged in Su Bei’s heart. Although 

she did not dare to extravagantly hope to live with him for the rest of her life, she had never thought of 

encountering such a thing to bring shame to herself and him. 

At this moment, the door was suddenly opened and a figure rushed over. 

If Su Bei’s mouth hadn’t been gagged, her scream would have broken through her throat! 



Feeling a pair of powerful hands stretching out to her and putting on her hair, Su Bei stiffened. Although 

she felt very hot, her heart was desolate. 

As soon as Lu Heting entered the room, he saw Su Bei being tied up. Her hands and feet were wrapped 

around, and so were her eyes and mouth. 

‘Chen Hu! Wang Dong!’ 

In his mind, Lu Heting put a cross on these two names. 

They must pay for what they had done to his girl. 

As soon as Lu Heting saw Su Bei, a touch of pain spread in his heart. It was all because he did not restrain 

his gaze in the crowd today that he gave Chen Hu and Wang Dong a chance. 

It turned out that his superior position didn’t bring her protection, but an undeserved catastrophe. 

He held her head in his hands and looked at her lovingly. 

Feeling the man approaching her, Su Bei shook her head subconsciously and said in a hurry, “Don’t... 

touch me...” 

She uttered little indecipherable sounds. 

Lu Heting took off the black cloth covering her eyes. He reached out his hand to take off the thing in her 

mouth, and touched the red mark on her fair face lovingly. 

Su Bei bit his finger hard. 

She didn’t know what to do or how to save herself at the moment. All she thought was that she could 

not be touched by this man. 

Her mouth was the only part that had the power to attack at the moment. She bit the man’s hand hard 

and wouldn’t let it go. 

It hurt, but Lu Heting didn’t withdraw his hand, fearing that he would hurt Su Bei. 

“Su Bei, it’s me.” He just held her head and whispered. 

Su Bei bit his hand with all her strength, and a familiar magnetic male voice came to her ears. 

She had closed her eyes tightly, but now hearing the sound, she couldn’t help but loose some strength. 

“It’s me, Lu Heting,” Lu Heting said in a low voice. 

Su Bei opened one eye. With confusion and astonishment, Su Bei finally saw clearly that the man in 

front of her was the man she had been thinking about just now, and she also opened the other eye. 

The fear on her face turned into surprise. And then the surprise was quickly replaced by a joy of a 

survivor of a disaster. Tears sprang to her eyes, falling on the back of Lu Heting’s hand. 

That drop of tear flowed into the bottom of Lu Heting’s heart. 

His heart ached. He almost lost her. 



He untied the rope for her with his slender fingers and held her in his arms. 

Chapter197 Test His Willpower 

Su Bei’s body trembled slightly, and her heart was still fluttering. She couldn’t make a sound for a while. 

“Don’t be afraid. It’s okay. It’s me.” Lu Heting stroked her soft hair and patted her trembling shoulder. 

“Lu Heting, are you really here?” Su Bei was really afraid that it was just a dream. 

When she woke up, something terrible would happen. 

Lu Heting put his finger in front of her and said, “Or do you want to have another bite?” 

Su Bei looked down at his fingers and found that there were teeth marks on his thumb, which were so 

deep that blood could be seen. 

This was what she had just done! 

“Ah, I’m sorry. I’m sorry...” Su Bei didn’t expect that she had bitten him so hard just now. 

Lu Heting said in a low voice, “I’m fine. It’s my fault that I didn’t remind you first. It’s not your fault.” 

When he came in just now, he saw that Su Bei was tied up. For a moment, he choked with sobs. He was 

too heartbroken to say a word, so he was bitten by her. 

Besides, even if it was not the case, it still didn’t matter if she bit him. 

“Are you okay? I’ll get you some medicine.” Su Bei let go of him. She stood up and was about to leave. 

Lu Heting pulled her back into his arms. 

“I’m okay. Don’t go.” At this moment, all Lu Heting wanted was to hug her quietly to make sure that he 

had her and would not lose her. 

Su Bei was frightened just now and could overcome the effect of the drug, but now she felt a little 

uncomfortable in his arms. 

Her cheeks were so hot that they seemed to be able to fry an egg. 

She pushed Lu Heting away in panic. 

It seemed that Lu Heting had sensed something. In his mind, he was more disgusted with Chen Hu and 

Wang Dong. 

Fortunately, Su Bei was fine, and he was here. 

He held Su Bei’s hands and looked down at her pretty face. In fact, he had been prepared, waiting for 

her... He was waiting for her to accept him completely. 

Perhaps this was the right time. 

He approached her face, and his eyes were fixed on her rosy lips 

Under his gaze, Su Bei could not resist his tenderness. She almost fell for his deep eyes. 



She couldn’t resist his charm when she was sober, let alone at this time. 

But she couldn’t do that. She didn’t want to have any emotional entanglement with him, which would 

only hurt herself. 

When they were apart, they would suffer more. 

“Lu Heting!” Su Bei quickly got her wits. With her hands on his chest, she asked, “Where am I?” 

“The room on the top floor of the ship. I live next door,” Lu Heting replied in a deep voice. He looked at 

her with his deep-set black eyes. He couldn’t hide the trace of disappointment in there. 

Su Bei stood up and said, “I want to take a shower in your room and stay for a rest, okay? I can sleep on 

the sofa.” 

The light in Lu Heting’s eyes dimmed. Obviously, she didn’t want to accept him. 

He understood her fear and wouldn’t force her. Although it was a very difficult thing to restrain himself, 

Lu Heting still said, “Okay.” 

Su Bei didn’t mean to stay in his room to test his willpower. She really didn’t want to go back to her 

room. What happened just now made her too scared. 

Lu Heting accompanied her back to his room and took his shirt as her pajamas. 

She was tall and wasn’t fully covered in his shirt, so he took two shirts and handed them to her. 

Chapter198 The Best Passing by 

“Take one as the top and take the other one as the bottom,” Lu Heting said in a low voice. 

“Well, thank you.” Su Bei took them over. 

“You’re welcome.” In fact, he took out two clothes not for her, but for himself. 

In the bathroom, the water was sloshing. Su Bei started her shower with the cold water. 

Outside the door, hearing the sound of water, Lu Heting took out his phone and dialed a number. 

“Stop all the cooperation between Chen Hu and Wang Dong at all costs and cut off all their supply of 

funds. When they have no business to do, buy all their industries at a low price and let them go 

bankrupt.” 

He said these words calmly, as if he was going to buy a bag of instant noodles. 

After the order was issued, the two people would be desperate for at most a week, or three days. Then 

they would go bankrupt. And in the whole Jingdu City, no one would give them any chance again. 

This was the price they had to pay for hurting Su Bei! 

After taking a shower, Su Bei sat on the sofa and drank another bottle of water at a time. 

Gradually, she calmed down from the fear just now. 



She raised her eyes to take a look at Lu Heting. The anger in his eyes was no longer the same as before. 

He sat there calmly. 

It seemed that he had recovered quickly. 

“Oh no! I forgot to call the police just now. The fingerprints have been washed away.” It was not until 

then that Su Bei remembered that she was in a mess and forgot the most important thing. 

Lu Heting said, “I’ve just asked my friend about it. Someone was planning to send you to the boss for 

their future. But I heard that the big boss was not interested in these things. He was very angry and had 

punished them. I happened to pass by and heard your name. So I came to save you.” 

“I see. Your passing by is the best passing by I have ever met in my life.” 

With a smile at the corners of his mouth, Lu Heting said, “Same for me.” 

“Fortunately, the top floor is not big and there are not many rooms...” Su Bei patted her chest. If the top 

floor was as wide as the bottom floor and the room layout was complicated, even if Lu Heting had 

passed by her one thousand times, he might not be able to save her. 

“Does it have anything to do with Su Huixian?” Su Bei knew that her only enemy was Su Huixian. 

“It has nothing to do with her,” Lu Heting said firmly. 

His words made sense. Su Bei had heard that other female artists had also encountered such a situation 

before, and were sent to be used as a tool to win over some big bosses. 

She didn’t expect that such a thing would happen to her. 

She felt lucky and said, “Lu Heting, thank you for coming in time. Otherwise...” 

“Yes. Fortunately, I’m not far away today, so I know so many things.” He nodded gently. 

Su Bei was tired and sleepy. She grabbed a pillow and said, “Let’s sleep.” 

Lu Heting picked Su Bei up, and carried her in his arms. “You sleep on the bed, and I sleep on the sofa.” 

“No...” Su Bei resisted in a low voice. 

Chapter199 Indulged in Such a Morning 

But she was too sleepy, and she felt so relieved to be with him. Su Bei muttered and closed her eyes. 

Lu Heting put her on the bed. She had already fallen asleep. 

Lu Heting lowered his eyes and looked at her rosy lips. He paused for a few seconds and got close to her. 

“Don’t disturb me.” With a grunt in her sleep, Su Bei turned over and turned her back to Lu Heting. 

Feeling a little embarrassed, Lu Heting clenched his fists and coughed. He had always been proud of his 

self-control, but he had lost control over her again and again. 

He turned around and lay down on the sofa, but couldn’t fall asleep. 

Su Bei was his girl and his legitimate wife, but he could only restrain himself. 



Maybe there were no other husbands a lot worse off than him. 

Outside the window, the wind and waves washed over the ship. They also washed over Lu Heting’s 

nerves. 

The next day, when Su Bei woke up, it was already dawn. 

“Let’s have breakfast first.” Standing next to her, Lu Heting was rolling up his sleeves and pouring coffee 

and milk, revealing a strong arm. 

He was wearing a white shirt. It seemed that he was in low spirits, but his lips were slightly raised, and 

there was a trace of affection in his eyes. 

The milk was for Su Bei, and the coffee was specially prepared for himself. 

It could be said that Lu Heting didn’t sleep well last night. He needed a cup of coffee to wake up. 

Only when Su Bei smelled the food did she find that she was starving. 

She hadn’t eaten much during the busy night last night, so she was already hungry. 

She raised her eyes and looked at the direction of the smell of the food. The first thing she saw was the 

tall and straight back of Lu Heting, and his unhurried movements. Su Bei was almost indulged in such a 

scene. 

“Let’s eat something.” Hearing the sound, Lu Heting turned around and chuckled. 

Su Bei sat up in a hurry. She was absent-minded for a while just now. 

After washing her face and brushing her teeth, she sat at the table and gulped down her food. 

The window of Lu Heting’s room was opened. The sea breeze blew in, making them feel cool and 

comfortable. 

Su Bei couldn’t help but feel amazed. “Sure enough, the room on the top floor is different from the one 

below. The view here is so good. From a distance, you can see the sea and the sky. In the room 

downstairs, you can only see other ships.” 

“Next time you come over, we can live on the top floor.” Lu Heting said in a low voice, taking a sip of his 

black coffee. 

“You reminded me. I don’t know how to go downstairs later.” Su Bei put down the food and went to see 

the situation of downstairs in a hurry. 

The deck downstairs was crowded with celebrities and reporters. 

As for the top floor, it was known to all that there were several big bosses living there. People 

downstairs didn’t fit in with these big bosses. 

There was only one stair on the road to the bottom. If Su Bei went down from here, she could imagine 

what people would say about her. 

Even if she told others that Lu Heting was her husband, no one would believe her. 



Besides, she didn’t plan to announce it to the public. 

“Oh my God. I made an appointment to be interviewed later,” Su Bei scratched her head. 

Lu Heting also understood her concern. He could imagine how much criticism would be aroused if she 

just went downstairs like this. 

“I’ll see what I can do.” Lu Heting stood up. His voice was steady and powerful, making people feel that 

he was always trustworthy. 

Chapter 200 Who Is the Top Leader 

“Okay,” Su Bei nodded. 

Not knowing why, every time he said he would solve something, Su Bei would unconditionally trust him. 

Perhaps he always made her feel that he was always trustworthy, so that she didn’t need to think too 

much to get the result she wanted. 

She used to do everything by herself, but now it seemed that she was getting more and more 

accustomed to relying on Lu Heting and didn’t need to think about anything. 

Lu Heting walked out and called Lu Hang over, whispering to him. 

Lu Hang looked curiously at Lu Heting’s room. He had been working for Mr. Lu for many years, but he 

had never seen Mr. Lu being intimate with any woman. 

Last night, Mr. Lu saved a woman and took her directly to his room without other people’s help. 

Did it mean that the woman was the mother of Mr. Gun Gun? Or did he guess wrong? 

However, it was only in a second that Lu Hang calmed down and went to the lower floor to arrange the 

things that Lu Heting told him. 

In the lower cabin, celebrities, agents, reporters were busy with social activities. 

A staff shouted, “Please come to the front hall. Mr. Weijian from the Lu Group has prepared some gifts 

for everyone.” 

“Mr. Weijian? Really? He is a noble person of the Lu Group. He prepared gifts for us?” 

“Maybe Mr. Weijian has a crush on the beautiful woman here.” 

Several young female stars began to joke with each other. 

“Di Xing Media Company, an entertainment company under the Lu Group, is one of the best 

entertainment companies in the country. Since Mr. Weijian prepared gifts for everyone, maybe he 

wants to contact with some new employees, or maybe he is planning to purchase other companies, 

right?” 

Although they were discussing, no one wanted to miss such an opportunity. They all went to the front 

hall. 



It didn’t matter what the gifts were. It was an opportunity to get close to a big company like the Lu 

Group. 

Soon, all the people on the deck went to the front hall. The deck was empty now. 

Hearing what the people downstairs said, Su Bei said to Lu Heting, “Does Mr. Weijian know that you will 

give others gifts in his name?” 

“Anyway, he is always generous. It doesn’t matter.” 

“Okay, I’ll go downstairs.” With a smile on her face, Su Bei tiptoed to her own room. 

Not long after she entered the room, there was a knock on the door. 

Lv Shan’s voice sounded, “Su Bei, do you want to go to the front hall? People of the Lu Group are over 

there.” 

“No, I don’t want to go there.” Su Bei opened the door. She knew the gift was just a cover up, and it had 

nothing to do with any resources. Of course she didn’t want to go there. 

“Maybe Mr. Weijian will come. Why don’t we try our luck? After all, Mr. Weijian is the vice president of 

the Lu Group.” 

Su Bei felt strange. “Vice president? Isn’t he the top leader? Then who is the top leader?” 

“There is someone else in charge. The Lu Group has always been mysterious, and it didn’t even have the 

sense of existence in the whole society before. The group is a very low-key company. It has accumulated 

hundreds of years of wealth and inheritance, but it has always been very low-key. In these years, many 

good works and actors have stood out from the Di Xing Media Company, so the Lu Group also appeared 

in public. So I don’t know who the top leader is.” 

 


